
Marketing challenges  
A look at the processing 

sector 



Processors disassemble 
carcases 



And get lots of intermediate 
products 

Live 
animal 

Waste, 
offal and 

by 
products 

Carcase 
Bone, fat 
and drip 

loss 

Edible 
meat 

Cattle 100% 47% 53% 13% 40% 

Sheep 100% 52.5% 47.5% 12% 35.5% 



Intermediate products 

Cattle hide 

Sheep skin  

Gut fill 

Blood 

SRM 

Abattoir Fat 

Edible co-products 



Animal by-product categories 

Cat 1 

TSE positives 

SRM 

Sludge from drain traps 
in ruminant 
slaughterhouses 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat 2 

Dead on arrival 

Post mortem failures 
(e.g. TB) 

Floor waste from 
ruminant abattoirs 

Rumen contents 

Soiled or containing 
medicine residues 

 



Animal by-product categories 

Cat 3 

Parts of animals found fit but not intended for 
human consumption 

Products going for pet food 

Blood 

Mechanically separated  meat 

Floor waste from boning halls and cutting plants 



Intermediate products 



Intermediate products 



Intermediate product market 
challenges  

Apart from falling price: 

Regulation limits market opportunity 

Demand for leather as a fashion and footwear raw 
material is currently depressed  

Environmental pressures in the global tannery sector has 
added cost without revenue benefit 

Price of oil 

Dog food market has declined while cat food is stable 



The meat market 

Direct to retail outlets 

Indirect to retail outlets 
(commercial wholesale 
market) 

Food service and catering 
suppliers 

Direct to food 
manufacturers 

Export 

 



Retail behaviour -  sheepmeat 



Retail behaviour - beef 



Retail behaviour - beef 



Retail behaviour - beef 



Retail behaviour - lamb 



Retail behaviour - lamb 



Hierarchy of customer 
hierarchy of price 

Premium retail customers: 
High product specification 

Just in time management 

Different price points within the range of product 
required 

Commodity wholesale customers: 
Price driven 

Some manage their own supply chain by freezing 

Price difference can be £2/kg product 
weight for beef 



The challenge of international 
trade 

It can be a means of maximising carcase return 

You need market access 

It carries a currency risk 

International trade is often not in carcases it is in pieces of 
carcase (NZ lamb legs) and for beef increasingly it is 
boned out product 



In summary …… 

Not enough people are buying leather shoes or Ugg boots 

Regulation limits opportunities for some offals  

Pet food market is flat 

High street retail market is more dynamic and fast moving than ever: 

Smaller portion size  

Just in time management of multiple retailer orders 

Greater interest in ready meals 

Retail outlet competition  

Cost driven market outlets  are caught up in austerity 

Import competition – customers import the “ bit “ they want 

Export markets add the dimension of being a currency expert 

 

 

 



..and in conclusion 

Some of these market challenges need regulations to 
be changed and we can all help with that,  

some of these market challenges meat processors 
just have to take on the chin and  

some, by better sharing of information and trust, we 

can tackle as a supply chain. 
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